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Gcse H Mathematics For Your Maths Teaching And Learning
Developed for the AQA Specification, revised for the new National Curriculum and the new GCSE specifications. The
Teacher File contains detailed support and guidance on advanced planning, points of emphasis, key words, notes for the
non-specialist, useful supplementary ideas and homework sheets.
This resource has been developed to provide additional support for delivering and supporting ICT at GCSE. Linked to
Key Maths, it can be also be used together with other resources. Each program contains a range of self-contained
activities that do not require a detailed understanding of the software.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed
for the OCR J560 GCSE Mathematics Higher tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Student Book provides
full coverage of the new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills,
reasoning and fluency, it helps students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and
communicate mathematically. Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and depth of quality
questions set in a variety of contexts. GCSE Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource incorporating
progression tracking - is also available, as well as Problem-solving Books, Homework Books and a free Teacher's
Resource.
Providing a bank of additional exercises written to complement the course textbooks, these books also include links to
the textbook exercises, helping to plan homework or consolidation, and answers to the questions, providing the
opportunity for students to self-test.
Presented in a clear and accessible way, the 'Key Stage 3 Success Workbooks' cover everything students need to know
for Key Stage 3, providing different styles of questions to test students' knowledge on any given subject.
This workbook offers accessible practice to help manage GCSE Additional Science revision and prepare for the exam
efficiently. The content is broken into manageable sections and advice is given to help build confidence. Tips and
techniques provide support throughout the revision process.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Approved by
AQA and created specifically for the GCSE Mathematics Higher tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Student
Book covers the new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills,
reasoning and fluency, it helps students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and
communicate mathematically. Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and depth of quality
questions set in a variety of contexts. GCSE Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource incorporating
progression tracking - is also available, as well as Problem-solving Books, Homework Books and a free Teacher's
Resource.
The new edition of Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics Higher Student Book 1 develops reasoning, fluency and
problem-solving to boost students’ confidence and give them the best preparation for GCSE study. Purposefully updated
based on feedback from thousands of teachers and students, as well as academic research and impact studies Bolsters
preparation for GCSE with new questions that reflect the latest exams and a format that seamlessly aligns with our
GCSE Maths courses Shown to help GCSE students master maths with confidence with a UK-specific approach that
draws upon global best practices and cutting-edge research Tried-and-tested differentiation with a unique unit structure
and improved pacing to support every student’s progress Extra skills-building support, problem-solving, and meaningful
practice to consolidate learning and deepen understanding New additions to boost progression and post-GCSE study
such as ‘Future skills questions’ and ‘Working towards A level’ features
This volume contains everything students need to know for Key Stage 3 higher maths. The text is laid out in 'sound bite' boxes to aid
recollection, with clearly labelled diagrams to add visual clarity and further demonstrate the subject matter.
Please note this title is suitable for any student studying: Exam Board: AQA Level: GCSE Subject: Mathematics First teaching: September
2015 First exams: June 2017 AQA GCSE Maths, Foundation Student Book has been approved by AQA and specially written by a team of
maths experts for the Foundation tier of AQA's 2015 GCSE specification. Designed to fully support the new style of assessment, the book
adopts a clear style to focus on delivering exam success via the careful development of fluency and problem solving practice. Powered by
MyMaths the book links directly to the ever popular web site offering students a further source of appropriate support.
Edexcel GCSE Maths, Higher Student Book has been created by experts to help deliver exam success in Edexcel's new Maths GCSE.
Written for Higher tier students, the book focusses on developing students' fluency in key mathematical skills and problem solving using
carefully chosen examples and extensive practice.
This revision guide for Key Stage 3 Mathematics contains in-depth course coverage and advice on how to get the best results in the Year 9
National Test. It has progress check questions and exam practice questions.
This volume contains everything students need to know for Key Stage 3 foundation maths. The text is laid out in 'sound bite' boxes to aid
recollection, with clearly labelled diagrams to add visual clarity and further demonstrate the subject matter.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed for the OCR J560
GCSE Mathematics Higher tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Problem-solving Book contains a variety of questions for
students to develop their problem-solving and reasoning skills within the context of the new GCSE curriculum. Suitable for all Higher tier
students, this resource will stretch the more able and provide support to those who need it. Questions with worked solutions will help students
develop the reasoning, interpreting, estimating and communication skills required to help them effectively solve problems. Encouraging
progression by promoting higher-level thinking, our Problem-solving Books will help prepare students for further study.
Please note this title is suitable for any student studying: Exam Board: AQA Level: GCSE Subject: Mathematics First teaching: September
2015 First exams: June 2017 AQA GCSE Maths, Higher Student Book has been approved by AQA and specially written by a team of maths
experts for the Higher tier of AQA's 2015 GCSE specification. Designed to fully support the new style of assessment, the book adopts a clear
style to focus on delivering exam success via the careful development of fluency and problem solving practice. Powered by MyMaths the
book links directly to the ever popular web site offering students a further source of appropriate support.
GCSE Mathematics has changed from three-tiers to two - Higher and Foundation. This series of resources has been designed to give
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students chances to succeed in the Linear and Modular AQA GCSE Mathematics specifications. They are clearly organised, and each
chapter provides examples with explanatory notes.

A revision guide for the London Examinations Board GCSE higher maths exam. The book offers: key point summaries of
candidates expected knowledge; worked examples; test-yourself diagnostic questions; and a further practice examination paper.
The text is cross-referenced to the companion course text.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Written for the AQA
GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, our Homework Book is an ideal companion to the
AQA Foundation tier Student Book and can be used as a standalone resource. With exercises that correspond to each section of
the Student Book, it offers a wealth of additional questions for practice and consolidation. Our Homework Books contain a breadth
and depth of questions covering a variety of skills, including problem-solving and mathematical reasoning, as well as extensive drill
questions. Answers to all questions are available free on the Cambridge University Press UK Schools website.
This volume covers the 2006 GCSE maths specifications, since the elimination of the intermediate level that has been absorbed
by the Higher and Foundation level.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Created specifically
for the AQA GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Problem-solving Book contains a
variety of questions for students to develop their problem-solving and reasoning skills within the context of the new GCSE
curriculum. Suitable for all Foundation tier students, this resource will stretch the more able and provide support to those who need
it. Questions with worked solutions will help students develop the reasoning, interpreting, estimating and communication skills
required to help them effectively solve problems. Encouraging progression by promoting higher-level thinking, our Problem-solving
Books will help prepare students for further study.
Planned, developed and written by practising classroom teachers with a wide variety of experience in schools, this maths course
has been designed to be enjoyable and motivating for pupils and teachers. The course is open and accessible to pupils of all
abilities and backgrounds, and is differentiated to provide material which is appropriate for all pupils. It provides spiral coverage of
the curriculum ehich involves regular revisiting of key concepts to promote familiarity through practice. This book, designed for the
higher level of the GCSE, adheres to the Edexcel specification.
New editions of the bestselling Revise GCSE Study Guides with a fresh new look and updated content in line with curriculum
changes. Revise GCSE contains everything students need to achieve the GCSE grade they want. Each title has been written by a
GCSE examiner to help boost students' learning and focus their revision. Each title provides complete curriculum coverage with
clearly marked exam board labels so students can easily adapt the content to fit the course they are studying. Revise GCSE is an
ideal course companion throughout a student's GCSE study and acts as the ultimate Study Guide throughout their revision.
A complete course for GCSE, this text contains clear explanations of key ideas, graded exercises, worked examples, past paper
questions and practice exam papers. Answers are also included. The Higher course is targeted towards higher ability students.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed for the
OCR J560 GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Student Book provides full coverage
of the new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills, reasoning and fluency, it
helps students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and communicate mathematically.
Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and depth of quality questions set in a variety of contexts. GCSE
Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource incorporating progression tracking - is also available, as well as Problemsolving Books, Homework Books and a free Teacher's Resource.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed for the
Edexcel GCSE Mathematics Higher tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Student Book provides full coverage of the
new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills, reasoning and fluency, it helps
students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and communicate mathematically. Written by
experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and depth of quality questions set in a variety of contexts. GCSE
Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource incorporating progression tracking - is also available, as well as a free
Teacher's Resource, Problem-solving Books and Homework Books.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level & Subject: GCSE Maths First teaching: September 2015 First exams: June 2017 Endorsed by
Edexcel
Intending to help students revise the key topics they need to brush up on, this work includes test yourself diagnostic questions,
worked examples, practice questions and summaries on important topics, and practice examination papers.
GCSE Maths OCR Modular Revision Guide - Higher
Written by examiners and practising teachers, this work offers study and homework support throughout GCSE. It is useful as a
reference source, a lesson back-up and a revision guide.
This text provides additional excercises written to complement those in the Edexcel GCSE mathematics course textbooks.
Answers to all the questions are provided allowing students to self-test. The Higher text is targeted towards higher ability students.
Whatever specification you teach, GCSE Mathematics: Revision and Practice by David Rayner remains an all-round winner. With
the latest edition presented in full colour and completely updated for the new GCSE specifications from 2015, this uniquely
effective series continues to increase your students' chance of success with your chosen exam board. This book is targeted at the
Higher tier GCSE, and provides a wealth of practice with careful progression, alongside substantial revision support for the newstyle grading and exam questions. With all the new topics included, and a dedicated section on using and applying mathematics,
this unique resource can be used either as a course book over two or three years or as a revision text in the run-up to exams.
GCSE Mathematics: Revision and Practice provides invaluable support for your GCSE maths programme.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed for the
Edexcel GCSE Mathematics Higher tier specification for first teaching from 2015, our Homework Book is an ideal companion to
the Edexcel Higher tier Student Book and can be used as a standalone resource. With exercises that correspond to each section
of the Student Book, it offers a wealth of additional questions for practice and consolidation. Our Homework Books contain a
breadth and depth of questions covering a variety of skills, including problem-solving and mathematical reasoning, as well as
extensive drill questions. Answers to all questions are available free on the Cambridge University Press UK Schools website.
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Written by examiners and experienced teachers, this work offers study and homework support throughout GCSE. It is useful as a
reference source, a lesson back-up and a revision guide.
GCSE Maths Workbook (with answers and online edition) - Higher
UK schools pay just 50% of the RRP! Discount automatically applied when ordering on your school account.Straightforward,
visual, accessible: Oxford Revise AQA GCSE Maths offers no-fuss Revision Guides and Workbooks. Every topic is covered on a
single page, providing a simple pick-up-and-go solution. Perfect for GCSE Maths students everywhere.
Maximise your students' grade potential with a step-by-step approach that builds confidence through topic summaries, worked
examples and exam-style questions; developed specifically for the new Mathematics 9-1 specifications, with leading Assessment
Consultant Keith Pledger. - Identify areas of improvement to focus on through diagnostic tests for each topic. - Develop exam skills
and techniques with skills-focused exam-style questions and exam advice on common pitfalls. - Build understanding and
confidence with clear explanations of each topic covering all the key information needed to succeed. - Consolidate revision with
'two weeks to go' summaries for each topic.
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